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Huge target addressable market of ~$175 bn in Industry IT spends of which
only ~15% is serviced by third party vendors as of today
Extremely sticky business which huge switching costs for the customer
Long term revenue visibility (5+ years) for the recurring stream of revenues
(~26% of current revenues)
Non-linear margin profile allowing for significant EBITDA margin expansion
Early mover advantage in Cloud with product quality being ratified by IBM
Watson which could generate the optionality of big ticket contracts
Fast consolidating industry with a large competitor being owned & managed by
a Private Equity firm
o Would reduce the potential to carry out value accretive acquisitions
o Might create adverse competitive pressure with aggressive pricing on
future contracts which could derail growth trajectory
Industry leader might out-innovate with R&D spends being ~600% higher
Dual listing structure with the Indian listed business being a holding company
having a ~70% stake in Majesco USA which hosts the businesses
Revenue growth in the immediate future might slow down as cloud revenues
which are growing faster have back-ended revenue streams
Consolidation in the US Insurance Industry could cause companies to
rationalize IT vendors which could cause to company to lose key clients

Valuations:We value the business using a SOTP method. We value the recurring revenues
(~26%) and contractual revenues (76%) separately given their significantly different
EBITDA trajectories, visibility and stickiness.
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Recommendation:

Majesco was spun off from Mastek one of India’s mid-tier IT companies in FY15. With
increased management focus the Company has been able to build on its niche focus
on the insurance sector. The Company offers a wide portfolio of IT products and
services catering to the Property & Casualty (P&C) and Life, Annuities & Pensions (L&A)
verticals of the insurance industry. The Company’s core product offerings help clients
across three critical functions of Policy, Claims and Billing.
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We value the recurring stream of revenues at ~4.5x LTM EV/Sales capturing a
~50% discount to industry leader Guide-wire (NYSE:GWRE)
o Implies a valuation of ~`307 per share after adjusting for Minority Interest
We value the contractual revenues in line with other mid-tier IT companies at
~1.0x EV/Sales
o Implies a valuation of ~`194 per share after adjusting for Minority Interest
We also apply a holding company discount of 20% to account for the complex
cross border holding structure with separate listed entities
Cash on balance sheet is valued without discounts at ~`50 per share

We thus value Majesco Ltd. at `451 per share as of today implying a 28% upside from
CMP.
Significant upside risks to our target price:Revenue growth is sporadic where the addition of a few large clients either
organically or via the IBM Watson tie-up could significantly increase revenues and
thus target valuations.
The shift to cloud contracts would increase the proportion of recurring revenues within
the company’s revenue mix. The management aims to garner significantly higher
revenues from recurring streams over the next 3 years. This shift would create a
significant upside in profitability and valuations.
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Majesco Ltd.
About The Business
Brief background:Mastek Ltd. is a mid-tier IT company which had a large product vertical catering to the Insurance business. Given the significantly
different growth, margin and investment profile of the vertical, it was demerged as Majesco Ltd. in FY15. The Company has thereafter
grown well in a niche vertical to become one of the top-three companies in Insurance technology.
How the business has scaled over the years
Majesco currently services ~164 clients across tier-1, mid-tier and new insurance companies. The same is an impressive ramp-up
from ~3 clients in 2005.
The company currently services 7 of the top 25 P&C Insurance companies, making its client list an extremely attractive asset. The
company however still has room to grow both by selling additional products to existing clients as well as tapping new clients as the US
market is home to over ~2000 insurance companies as a result of complex state and anti-monopoly laws.
Company Timeline:Milestone
Client Count

2005

2007

2008

2013

2015

2016

3 Customers

10 Customers

35 Customers

80 Customers

140 Customers

165 Customers

Acquired Agile
Technologies
Development of
Key

Distribution

Developments

Management
Solution

Acquired STG

Refreshed Core

international, to

L&A, P&C

expand presence

expand presence

Solutions.

in the L&A

in the P&C

Built Cloud

Industry

Industry

Capabilities

Acquired Vector
Insurance, to

Demerged into
separate listed
entity “Majesco”

Signed a NonExclusive 5 year
partnership with
IBM Watson to
offer Majesco’s

Merged with

Platform to IBM

Cover-All

on the cloud

Technologies
Source:- Company Filings

The company has significantly scaled using a judicious mix of organic and in-organic growth and appears to have reached a critical
scale of operations.
IBM Watson Alliance:IBM announced a 5 year Non-Exclusive tie-up, to jointly offer a new cognitive, cloud-based platform to help insurance carriers
worldwide create new services on IBM Cloud. This is the first such tie-up in the insurance vertical for a platform. This would provide
IBM with a core platform to sell their analytics and cognitive abilities.

IBM choosing Majesco’s platform over those of larger

competitors does help ratify product quality and could trigger higher acceptance in the industry.
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Majesco Ltd.
Insurance Tech Industry and Target Addressable Market
Insurance Technology Industry Overview:The US insurance industry currently spends ~3-4% of their gross under-written premiums on annual IT spends. In 2016 the US
Insurance industry under-wrote ~$4,800 Bn of premiums and spent ~$175 Bn on technology.
Of the above technology spend ~$75 Bn was spent by P&C companies (~44%), while ~$100bn was spent by L&A companies. Only
~15% ($26 Bn) of the above spend is serviced by third party software providers as ~75% of insurance companies continue to
maintain large internal teams and operate on legacy software.
Industry IT spends by Offering

Security
Others 10%
10%

Core
40%

Digital
20%
Data
20%
Source:- Company, DSPL Research.

As of today Majesco largely operates in the Core Offerings category namely Claims, Billing and Policy Admin. This category of
offerings account for ~40% of industry third party IT spends or $10.4 Bn. Majesco has recently diversified into data offerings which is
a fast growing stream of IT spends by insurance companies and is expected to account for 40% of the growth in IT spends going
forward. These new data offerings grow the Company’s target addressable market for products by ~50% to ~$ 17 Bn. The Target
addressable market for services stands at ~50% of the products business taking the total Target addressable market to ~$25bn.
Insurer IT Budget Changes:-

2016 Spends vs 2015 Spends
Higher than
2015

11%
47%
33%

Lower than
2015

Cloud Spends
No Investments
21%

Same as 2015
27%
Much Higher
than 2015

9%

9%
No Change in
Spends
43%

Increase in
Spends
Large Increase
in Spends

Source:- Investor Presentation, DSPL Research.

The above was the result of a CTO survey conducted by a global tech research agency. Over 58% CTO’s suggested a growth in IT
spends while just 9% CTO’s suggested a de-growth in IT spends. The numbers were even more stark for Cloud Spends with ~21%
CTO’s suggesting large increases in Cloud spends as compared to just ~11% CTO’s suggesting large increases in overall tech spends
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Majesco Ltd.
Comparison with Industry Leader:Guide-wire (NYSE:- GWRE), is a leader in the Insurance technology industry and is viewed as the gold-standard of the industry. Below
is a brief comparison between Majesco USA, and Guidewire on key metrics:Metric

Guidewire

Majesco USA

4,370

190

450

126

Y-o-Y Revenue Growth %

18.4%

9.4%

TTM Gross Profit ($ Mn)

285

59

Gross Profit Margin (%)

63.3%

46.8%

155

42

34.4%

33.3%

122

18

27.1%

14.3%

9.7x

1.5x

Market Cap ($ Mn)
TTM Revenues ($ Mn)

TTM SG&A Expenses ($ Mn)
SG&A as a % of Sales
TTM R&D Expenses ($ Mn)
R&D as a % of Sales
Valuation M Cap/ Sales
Source:- Quarterly Filings, DSPL Research.

Key Observations:

Guidewire revenues are only comparable to the ~26% recurring revenues of Majesco as the company delegates system
integration to third party companies unlike Majesco which prefers to do the same in-house and books the same as
contractual revenues.
o



This significantly lowers gross margins which are otherwise comparable on the recurring revenue stream

Product:- Product quality tends to be highly subjective, though Guide-wire does enjoy a top of mind recall due to a stronger
client list and execution track-record.



Pricing:- Pricing of product licences and maintenance is similar for both companies and contracts are not won on price.
o

Implementation however is ~10-20% cheaper for Majesco products as a significant chunk of the same is offshored
to India



SG&A:- Majesco is heavily investing in its sales teams and have hired client partners who each manage 3-5 clients and
become in-house consultants for clients.
o

Client partners however help in maintaining client relationships and driving cross-selling opportunities

o

SG&A should moderate as the business scales, however the exact extent of contraction as a % of sales is dynamic
and cannot be extrapolated



R&D:- Majesco enjoys significant wage cost arbitrage in its R&D activities.
o

The company employs ~400 people in product development of which over ~90% are based out of India
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Majesco Ltd.
The Company in Graphs (as of Q3 FY17):Revenue Mix by Geography-

United Kingdom
6%

Others
5%

North America
89%

Source:- Quarterly Filings, DSPL Research.

The company is predominantly focussed on the North American market with the same forming ~89% of revenues. The company
expects to maintain a similar geographical revenue mix going ahead
Revenue Mix by Line of Business:-

L&A Insurance
16%

Non Insurance
1%

P&C Insurance
83%

Source:- Quarterly Filings, DSPL Research.

The management would continue to focus on its core insurance businesses with increased focus on the Life & Annuity (L&A) Vertical.
The L&A vertical accounts for ~56% of global gross underwritten premiums showing significant opportunities to scale.
Revenue Mix by Offerings:-

Support
15%

License
3%

Cloud
20%
Services
62%

Source:- Quarterly Filings, DSPL Research.

The management is focussed on increasing revenues from recurring stream of revenues. This would imply a significant increase from
cloud based revenues going ahead
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Majesco Ltd.
Revenue Tree:

Insurance
Revenues
Product Based
Revenues (80%)
Enterprise
(60%)

License Fee
(~4%)

Legend

Service &
Consulting (20%)
Cloud
(20%)

Content

Subscription
Fee (~6%)

Set-up
(~14%)

Support
(~16%)

Set-up
(40%)

Recurring
Revenues

Data

Digital

Contractual
Revenues

Source: - Company, DSPL Research

Recurring Revenues:The company currently derives ~26% of its revenues from recurring streams. These revenues are extremely sticky and have long term
visibility. These revenues also carry negligible cost of human capital/ incremental investments and thus come with significantly higher
gross contribution margins.
Contractual Revenues:The Company derives contractual revenues from both the set-up of products as well as service contracts. The set-up contracts have
significantly lower revenue visibility of ~2 years for new clients and do not grow organically. Service and consulting revenues however
have slightly higher visibility and are cross-sold to existing product customers.
Cloud Revenues:The cloud products would be a significant driver of revenue growth going ahead. While this shift in revenue mix would significantly
reduce up-front set-up fees, it would greatly increase customer life time value.
The above phenomenon of cloud revenues reaching a critical mass in the overall revenue mix would generate near term revenue
head-winds however would be distinctly positive for the company in the medium to long term.
3-5 Year Management Goals:

As the business matures, the management aims to garner a significantly higher proportion of revenues from recurring
revenue streams



The management also expects a majority of incremental growth to come from cloud based product revenues
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Majesco Ltd.
Key Client Overview:The company has a robust and growing client base which creates huge opportunities to cross-sell products thereby driving organic
growth. The client list is greatly valuable to any strategic acquirer of the company and is by-far the company’s most valuable asset.
The company’s client list accounts for ~35% of North America’s industry premium in the P&C segment.
Client List Snapshot:-

Source: - Company Presentation

Client Profiling:Tier

Direct Written Premium

FY14 Client Count

Current Client Count

% Growth

1

>$ 5 Bn

9

20

122%

2

$ 1 Bn to $ 5 Bn

21

27

29%

3

$ 100 Mn to $ 1 Bn

24

49

104%

< $ 100 Mn

23

69

200%

Start-ups
Source: - Company Presentation

The company’s client additions have been broad-based, with the company adding clients across the Industry spectrum
Client Concentration:The company’s revenue streams are quite concentrated as expected in any mid-sized IT company with 2 clients each contributing over
5% of revenues each. The top 5 Clients account for ~28% of revenues with the top 10 clients accounting for ~42% of revenues.
Cloud Clients:The company has ~30 clients who use the cloud products. Additions to the same would be a key driver of growth going forward.
Cross Selling Potential:Of the company’s 94 P&C clients as of FY16 the management has identified huge cross-selling potential which if fully converted could
generate annual revenues of ~$ 300 Mn in the medium term.
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Majesco Ltd.
Valuations:We value the business using a SOTP method. We value the recurring revenues (~26%) and contractual revenues (76%) separately
given their significantly different EBITDA trajectories, visibility and stickiness.
Recurring Revenue Stream:

We value the recurring stream of revenues at ~4.5x LTM EV/Sales capturing a ~50% discount to industry leader Guide-wire
(NYSE:GWRE)
o

Implies a valuation of ~`307 per share after adjusting for Minority Interest

Contractual Revenue Stream:

We value the contractual revenues in line with other mid-tier IT companies at ~1.0x EV/Sales
o

Implies a valuation of ~`194 per share after adjusting for Minority Interest

Holding Company Discount:

We apply a holding company discount of 20% to account for the complex cross border holding structure with separate listed
entities

Cash and Cash Equivalents:

Cash on balance sheet is valued without discounts at ~`50 per share

We thus value Majesco Ltd. at `451 per share as of today implying a 23% upside from CMP.
Future big ticket client additions/ shift in revenue mix toward recurring revenues:

Though the above optionalities of large client additions and an increasing share of recurring/cloud revenues would add
significant value to the company going ahead, the same is extremely difficult to predict and thus not valued in our model thus
forming a key up-side risk to our target price.

Key Risks:

Fast consolidating industry with a large competitor being owned & managed by a Private Equity firm
o

Would reduce the potential to carry out value accretive acquisitions (reduce growth premium)

o

Might create adverse competitive pressure with aggressive pricing on future contracts which could derail growth and
margin trajectory



Industry leader might out-innovate with R&D spends being ~600% higher, creating a risk of obsolescence



Revenue growth in the immediate future might slow down as cloud revenues which are growing faster have back-ended
revenue streams
o



Market might punish valuations viewing the same as a sign of a slowdown in business momentum

High client concentration with top 10 clients forming ~42% of revenues. Any loss of large clients would significantly derail
revenue growth and margin trajectory



Consolidation in the US Insurance Industry could cause companies to rationalize IT vendors which could cause to company to
lose key clients
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Majesco Ltd.
Key Financials
Profit & Loss

Balance Sheet

(`Cr.)

FY16

9M FY17

Net sales

757.2

636.7

Total expenses
Traveling and conveyance

(`Cr.)
Equity capital

FY16

H1 FY17

12

12

Reserves

264

272

Net worth

276

283

57.0

34.9

Employee costs

505.6

432.7

Total borrowings

46

67

Other Manufacturing Cost

184.7

137.2

Minority Interest

72

74

9.9

31.8

Non-Current Liabilities

52

55

Current Liabilities

228

209

Total liabilities

674

688

EBITDA
EBIDTA (%)

1.3%

5.0%

Depreciation

17.9

19.1

EBIT

-7.9

12.8

Net block

67

65

Interest

4.3

4.7

Goodwill

192

194

Other income

9.1

7.1

Others

13

54

Exceptional Items

-4.6

0.0

PBT

-7.7

15.2

Current assets

-15.0

-0.6

Debtors

152

112

194.6%

-3.7%

Cash

115

158

Less: Taxation
Effective tax rate (%)
PAT
PAT (%)
PAT after Minority

7.3

15.8

Other Current assets

134

105

1.0%

2.5%

Total assets

674

688

6.9

11.7
Cash Flow

(`Cr.)

Key Ratios

Particulars

FY16

9M FY17

3.0

4.8

119.1

124.1

0.3

0.2

Payable Days

5

10

Debtor Days

73

64

Reported EPS (`)
Book value (`)
Debt Equity Ratio

Inventory Days

FY16

Net profit

(3)

Depreciation

18

Others

(4)

Change in working cap

(25)

Op. Cash flow

(14)

0

0

Capex (Net)

(41)

(1.9)

NA

Investments

(76)

Recurring ROE (%)

5.3

5.6

Inv. Cash flow

ROA (%)

2.3

2.3

Dividend

0

Fresh Equity

3

Market cap/sales (x)

1.7

1.4

Debt

62

EV/sales (x)

1.7

1.2

Others

(7)

ROCE (%)

Valuation Ratios

Fin. Cash flow
Net change in cash
Opening cash
Closing cash
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58
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Majesco Ltd.
ANALYST CERTIFICATION
I (Aditya Iyer), Research Analysts, authors and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this
research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is,
or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this report.

Terms & conditions and other disclosures:
Dimensional Securities Private Limited (DSPL) is engaged in the business of stock broking and distribution of financial products. This Report
has been prepared by Dimensional Securities Private Limited (DSPL) in the capacity of a Research Analyst having SEBI Registration No.
INH000001444 and distributed as per SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations 2014.
The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by DSPL and are subject to change without any notice. The report and
information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted
to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of
DSPL. While we would endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, DSPL is under no obligation to update or keep the
information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent DSPL from doing so.
This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has
been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall
not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments.
Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable
or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all
investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific
recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently
evaluate the investment risks. DSPL or its associates accept no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use
of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to
understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in
projections. Forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice.
DSPL encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of research report. DSPL or its
analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with
preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither DSPL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of
publication of this report.
It is confirmed that (Aditya Iyer), Research Analysts of this report have not received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the
report in the preceding twelve months.
Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions.
DSPL or its associates collectively or Research Analysts do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the
report as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the research report.
Since associates of DSPL are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial ownership in
various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned in this report.
It is confirmed that (Aditya Iyer), Research Analysts do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report.
DSPL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented in this report.
We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on DSPL by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis
activities.
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or
which would subject DSPL and associates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose
possession this document may come are required to inform them of and to observe such restriction.
DSPL shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason including network
(Internet) reasons or snags in the system, break down of the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, maintenance shutdown,
breakdown of communication services or inability of DSPL to present the data. In no event shall DSPL be liable for any damages, including
without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with the data
presented by DSPL through this report.
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